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We report on the evolution of three-dimensional membrane waves for
migrating cells and characterize their propagation using superresolution
wide-field optical profiling technique. For migrating single-cells, the amplitude
of these waves is about 30 nm near the cell edge (Figure 1). Two or more
directions of propagation of the waves inside the same cell can be observed.
After BMP-2 treatment, the cell’s migration velocity is increased. In this
case, only one direction of propagation for the waves exists and the amplitudes
of these waves are more than 80 nm near the cell edge. We also show that these
waves travel from the leading edge to the back of the cell. Furthermore for
collective-cell migration, these membrane nanowaves are attenuated on the
leader cells and poor transmission of these nanowaves to follower cells was
observed. After BMP-2 treatment, the
membrane nanowaves for collectively
migrating cells are transmitted from the
leader cell to several rows of follower
cells. This mechanism gives a new view
on how single and collective-cells can
modulate their motility.752-Pos Board B521
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In multicellular organisms and complex ecosystems, cells migrate in a social
context. While this is essential for the basic processes of life such as embry-
onic development, wound healing and unregulated migration furthermore is
implicated in diseases such as cancer, the influence of neighboring cells on
the individual remains poorly understood. Previous work on isolated cells
has revealed a stereotypical migratory behavior, however many aspects of
the migration characteristics of cells in populations remained unknown ex-
actly because of this lack of characterization of neighbour-cell influence.
We quantified1 the migration of thousands of individual cells in their popu-
lation context using time-lapse microscopy, microfluidic cell culture and
automated image analysis, and discovered a much richer dynamics in the so-
cial context, with significant variations in directionality, displacement and
speed, which are all modulated by the local cell density. We developed
a mathematical model based on the experimentally identified ‘‘cellular traffic
rules’’, previous knowledge from isolated-cell chemotaxis and Newton’s
second law, which revealed that these emergent behaviors are caused by
the interplay of single-cell properties and intercellular interactions, with
the latter being dominated by a pseudopod formation bias mediated by
secreted chemicals and pseudopod collapse following collisions. The model
demonstrates how complex biology can be explained by simple rules of
physics, and comprises a test-bed for future studies of collective migration
of individual cells.
[1] S. Vedel, S. Tay, D. M. Johnston, H. Bruus and S. R. Quake: Migration of
cells in a social context, under review for PNAS.
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Cell migration and growth in multicellular tissues play important roles in mor-
phogenesis, wound healing, and tumor metastasis. Many studies have focused
on single cell mechanics and the response of motile cells to topological cues but
little is known about the responses of migratory multicellular tissues to com-
plex topological cues. Understanding cell and tissue migratory responses to
well defined 3D substrates and the factors that regulate those dynamic re-
sponses are key to understanding the principles of cell sheet migration during
embryonic development, which can contribute to fields from development to
regenerative medicine.Microfabricated post arrays provided an opportunity to study the influence of
topology on cell sheet migration. In general, cells in ectodermal Xenopus tis-
sues migrated outward as cohesive sheets from their initial morphology. Post
arrays slowed tissue movements over the course of 20 hours. The sequential
time-lapse images showed migration of ectodermal tissues on flat substrates
was faster on flat substrates than on post arrays. We investigated how the mul-
ticellular systems would respond when presented with flat and 3D micropost
arrays simultaneously. The tissues placed on flat-substrates at the margin of
the post array, over the interface betweenflat-substrate andposts, and completely
over the post array suggest topological cues may be used to shape tissue form.
From these observations we hypothesized that tissue spreading might be limited
by lateral forces from the posts whichwould oppose tissuemovement. However,
when we decreased the size of the posts the tissues spread more slowly suggest-
ing that the surface area of the post array was the limiting factor. Using micro-
fabricated post arrays, we found that the multicellular tissue system was
directly correlated to topology differences and controlling 3D microenviron-
ments could impact the shape, formation, and the rate of tissue cells migration.
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Leukocytes and other living cells can deform and migrate actively toward the
source of chemoattractant. This directed movement of cells, known as chemo-
taxis, plays a crucial role in both innate and adaptive immune response of the
body, and cancer metastasis. The cell’s active deformation and migration are
driven by intracellular forces generated by polymerization/depolymerization
of cytoskeletal filaments. To numerically study these processes, we have imple-
mented the Dembo’s reactive interpenetrating flow formalism and polymeriza-
tion force model into our three-dimensional volume-of-fluid (VOF)-based
computational algorithm for viscoelastic cell deformation. The resulting com-
putational model takes into account passive mechanical properties of the cell,
extracellular diffusion of chemoattractant molecules, intracellular diffusion of
signaling molecules, intracellular active force generation, and physiological
shear flow conditions. We have applied this algorithm to study chemotaxis of
nonadherent leukocytes in a rectangular microchannel in the presence or ab-
sence of shear flow. The numerical data have been tested against the corre-
sponding experimental data.
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Certain cell types have the intriguing ability to forcibly invade a neighboring
tissue or a solid growth matrix. The purpose of this invasive growth activity de-
pends on the cell type and ranges from establishing contact between remote
locations in the organism (neurons), procuring nutrients and water (fungi,
root hairs), to the delivery of gametes (pollen tubes). To invade a tissue or solid
matrix, these cells exert significant penetrative forces generated either by the
cytoskeleton or the hydrostatic turgor pressure. Using a microfluidic device
we quantified the penetrative forces generated by pollen tubes, the fastest grow-
ing plant cells. The tubes were guided throughmicroscopic gaps made of elastic
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) material. Depending on the size ratio between
tube and gap, the tubes either deformed the gap walls completely, became de-
formed themselves while passing, or stalled. Within a narrow range of size
ratios, the tubes successfully passed the
gap but subsequently burst raising the ques-
tion whether sperm cell release in planta is
triggered mechanically. Based on the de-
formation of the PDMS-gaps the extrusive
force exerted by the elongating tubes was
determined using reverse engineering and
finite element modeling.756-Pos Board B525
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Recent experiment showed that cells without integrin can still migrate in con-
fined environments, but they are immobile on a flat surface. However, the
